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Social infomediation of news on Twitter: A French case
 study

by Nikos Smyrnaios and Bernhard Rieder

The rising power of online social networks over the last few years has brought about the

 phenomenon of ‘social dissemination’ of online information. If services such as Facebook and

 Twitter have initially been used as support for everyday sociability,[1] their usage has rapidly

 gone beyond mere interpersonal communication and become an integral part of the electronic

 public sphere. Such an entanglement between mass media and interpersonal information

 dissemination had already surfaced in the works of Lazarsfeld as early as the 1940s.

 Nevertheless, the rise of modern social media has altered the depth and scale of the

 phenomenon. Today, tens of millions of individuals worldwide share information in real time

 and voice their opinions publicly or semi-publicly on news related to political, social, cultural,

 and economic issues. Rather than through frictionless dissemination, such exchanges on Twitter

 occur within a ‘conversational ecosystem’ where various levels of discourse intertwine and

 information feeds are continuous.[2] Far from your typical interpersonal discussions or mass

 media broadcasts, the use of Twitter is characterised by ‘context collapse’, in which

 communication goals and potential audiences overlap.[3] At that point, a complex

 communication scheme emerges in which scope and geometry are variable.

In this paper[4] we argue that, indeed, one must relinquish the notion of an ‘average’ Twitter

 user. Twitter gives rise to a wide range of usage modes, levels of intensity and visibility, and types

 of shared and consumed content. This diversity co-exists with concentration tendencies that

 often manifest themselves in distribution that follows specific power laws: a restricted number of

 users, content, sources, and topics dominate the others but still leave room for a genuine

 plurality that can be discovered by diving below the surface. Finally, Twitter is not sealed off

 from other platforms – quite the contrary: it is inextricably linked to other so-called Web 2.0

 services, as well as to the information and media sphere in general.

In order to embrace this complex set of trends that characterise social networking sites (or SNS)

 in relation to journalism, we rely on the concept of the social infomediation of news.[5] The

 notion of infomediation has been successively used in information science,[6] economics,[7] and

 management[8] in order to explain the new forms of mediation that take place in digital

 networks between suppliers and consumers of information. In the area of online news one can

 observe the growing intervention of firms that originate from the ‘logical layer’ of the Internet,

 made of software and services.[9] Web service providers and software firms progressively

 establish themselves as inevitable passage points between producers and editors of content and

 also Internet users, including the many transversal ties in this increasingly complex field of

 actors. These infomediaries play an increasing role in the distribution of online information by

 making supply meet demand in a variety of ways.

Social infomediation involves online social platforms that meet the three requirements for being a

 SNS[10] as well as communities or groups of Internet users who share and comment on news
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 content. The particular technical and economic characteristics of each platform dictate a number

 of usage constraints. This results in a specific type of infomediation scheme which requires an

 ‘activation’ of sorts (e.g. clicking a share button) and a specific appropriation on the part of its

 users that is conditioned by various factors, such as socio-economic and cultural characteristics,

 objectives, and usage contexts.[11]

The result of this triangular interaction between content, sharing platforms, and users constitutes

 a process of social infomediation. In this case, it is not simply a computer algorithm that is used

 to match a heterogeneous and plethoric online information offer with a diverse demand from

 various users, as is the case with Google News for instance. Rather, it is the interactions that take

 place between individual users through proprietary and structuring platforms. The use of SNS

 such as Twitter and Facebook to share news links is intermediated by these platforms in

 infrastructural terms, but also via specific functionalities and somewhat obscure rule sets.

 Facebook’s EdgeRank, an algorithm that governs the level of visibility of information being

 circulated on its platform, is a good example of this.[12] Technical logic, often optimised for

 commercial gain, and rich social dynamics intertwine to produce complex communication spaces

 that take a growing part in the way Internet users perceive the world and participate (or not) in

 debates of public character.

The relationship between ‘traditional’ producers of news and these socio-technical platforms is a

 particularly relevant issue in this context. By comparing the topics most covered by various news

 websites with those most discussed and shared in SNS, one can investigate possible

 convergences or divergences between these two domains in order to gain further insight into a

 series of transformations that cannot be subsumed by terms of dubitable analytical value, such as

 democratisation or decentralisation. To that end, we have carried out an analysis of news-

related exchanges on Twitter and a comparison with the dominant news agenda of the French

 web, which is clearly understudied compared to English-language content. However, before

 providing an overview of our methodology we need to further specify the context and thrust of

 our investigation.

Infomediation on Twitter

Since at least the June 2009 Iranian presidential elections and the repression that followed,

 Twitter has become not only an information medium of choice for news but also a forum for

 political mobilisation, as seen during the Arab revolutions and the WikiLeaks controversy.[13]

 The omnipresence of individuals and organisations that are specifically interested in the news

 and/or are politically engaged (media, news reporters, bloggers, political activists, NGOs, etc.)

 makes Twitter an invaluable tool to the networked production and dissemination of news

 described by Gilad Lotan and colleagues.[14] Alfred Hermida further developed this assessment

 by advancing the concept of ‘ambient journalism’, which includes ‘real-time, networked digital

 technologies as awareness systems that offer diverse means to collect, communicate, share and

 display news and information in the periphery of a user’s awareness’.[15] According to Hermida,

 Twitter is now at the core of this ambient journalism, where citizens and reporters co-produce

 information fragments that, once they are aggregated by the media, make up the whole of the

 news.

Beyond their professional use by journalists, social media also influence the way the general

 public gains access to news content. Indeed, a growing number of Internet users now get their

 news by way of links shared using this type of service. According to the State of the Media

 report,[16] nearly one in ten American Internet users say they regularly follow news-topic

 recommendations made on Facebook and Twitter.[17] A survey carried out in France shortly

 before the 2012 presidential election showed that 15% of respondents had turned to these two

 services for information pertaining to the election campaign, although the exact proportion for

 each service is not known.[18] Nevertheless, according to the same survey, politically-active

 Internet users are three times more likely to have a Twitter account than the average population

 of Internet users (31% and 10% respectively).
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One of Twitter’s news features is the major diversity perceived by its users. According to research

 conducted by the Pew Foundation, Twitter users receive links from a variety of sources – not just

 friends and relatives, but also individuals and organisations that they have no personal

 connection to. The result is a feeling among Twitter users (one not necessarily shared by

 Facebook users) that the information they receive would be difficult to find anywhere else. In

 other words, given the characteristics of the infomediation it provides for – relative to the

 technical features of the platform as well as to the sociological aspects of its audience – such a

 tool seems better equipped than comparable services to take full advantage of the potential

 diversity of ‘weak links’.[19] This particular aspect of Twitter is confirmed by a phenomenon

 referred to as ‘indirect media exposure’, observed through the analysis of a large corpus of

 data.[20] In short, it means being put into contact with news content without having searched

 for it. This can be seen as a form of serendipity – that is, the discovery, posting, and fortuitous

 reappropriation of information.[21] Through retweets in particular, users of the service can

 receive information from sources that they do not know and at first demonstrate no interest in.

 This phenomenon may lead these individuals to be exposed to a broader spectrum of political

 views and opinions than they are accustomed to.[22] This trend is particularly apparent when

 users with opposing views hold discussions,[23] and during major social mobilisations.[24]

Despite the caution that must be exercised in the interpretation of these studies, they still paint a

 picture of how emerging trends in news access are mainly infomediation-based. Such new

 practices can potentially translate into an increase in traffic for news websites courtesy of

 Twitter, and ultimately into economic and journalistic consequences. At the same time, given

 their diversity and complexity, these phenomena raise socio-political issues regarding how the

 public media sphere will evolve in the coming years. This article puts forward a (relatively) large-

scale empirical study based on an exploratory ‘digital methods’ approach,[25] so as to develop a

 better understanding of these difficult-to-grasp phenomena. In particular, we focus on two lines

 of interrogation: first, we investigate the question of diversity, concerning both topics and user

 practices; second, we study the relationship between Twitter and traditional media outlets by

 comparing the topic agenda between the two domains.

Methodology and area of inquiry

An empirical study of Twitter provides as much opportunities as it does challenges. The various

 APIs[26] allow for relatively complete access to data and activity from public accounts.[27] Also,

 Twitter users publish millions of messages every day, and such a large amount of data can easily

 surpass the capacities of even the most ambitious of research projects. Consequently, given that

 an exhaustive analysis of all the messages published on Twitter would be very difficult if not

 impossible, we have elected to base our observations on a subset of data. The chosen sampling

 method needed to meet the following four objectives: create a sample based on user accounts,

 rather than on selected themes, so as to assess and compare a wide range of news topics; compile

 a sample made up primarily of French and French-speaking users; focus on users interested in

 general and political news; and gather a large enough sample to allow for an in-depth analysis.

To attain these objectives we have opted for a snowball approach transposed to Twitter. We

 started with an initial core of 496 accounts belonging to French and French-speaking users that

 were interested in general and political news. The accounts were cherry-picked by three

 researchers following an exploration phase spanning several days.[28] The core was made up of

 politicians, activists, bloggers, and professionals from the media and the French-speaking

 Internet who regularly use Twitter. At the time the initial core was assembled most of the users

 enjoyed a certain level of exposure on the platform, notably in terms of mentions and retweets –

 although this does not inherently imply a large number of followers.[29]

In a second step, we acquired all of their friends and followers thanks to the REST API, which

 brought our sample to a total of 326,532 (mostly Anglophone) accounts. To allow for a better

 management of such data using the technical means available to us – but mostly to stay on our

 Francophone target – we only kept accounts that were linked as friends or followers to at least 10

 users of our initial core. Of the resulting 24,351 user accounts, 22,322 were public, non-protected

 accounts, and 17,359 posted at least one message during the two-month observation period (15
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 February – 15 April 2011). All analyses were carried out on this last sample using the REST API –

 without a doubt the most reliable method for accessing Twitter data – making it possible to work

 on all the tweets posted by these active users throughout the observation period (5,883,659

 tweets in total). Tweetism[30] and DMI-TCAT[31] were our tools of choice for exploring the

 corpus, as they provide specific analytical interfaces as well as file-export functions allowing for

 easy transfer to other software. We mostly used Gephi,[32] a graph-visualisation platform, also

 the statistics-visualisation software Mondrian.[33] Our method picked up a certain number of

 celebrity accounts (Barack Obama, Lady Gaga) and spam accounts. Nevertheless, an analysis of

 the user profiles and the language used to post tweets confirmed a strong French predominance

 centered on Paris (5,828 users – nearly a third of our sample – explicitly stated ‘Paris’ in the

 location field). Our sample also focused on users working in the media or related professions.

 The bio field of 1,549 accounts (8.9% of the sample) included the word ‘journalist’.

The user accounts of our sample therefore featured a few particularities – a Paris location for a

 third of them and a reference to a journalism-related position for nearly a tenth – corresponding

 to certain traits characteristic of individuals immerged in general and political news. In that

 regard, the sample obtained appears to be suited to the objectives of the current research project,

 which is centered on online news while also constituting a significant segment of the total

 population of Twitter users in France. It should be recalled that our sample was extracted from

 roughly 25,000 accounts, including over 17,000 public and active accounts, compared to the

 total number of Twitter accounts in France which, according to OpinionWay[34] and

 Spintank,[35] ranged from 150,000 to 250,000 at the time our data was collected.

In order to compare our findings about news sharing on Twitter to the dominant agenda of

 French news websites, we used data from the IPRI[36] research project. Based on a sample of

 209 websites, the researchers of that project operated a quantitative content analysis on 37,569

 articles published in March 2011 by French news websites.[37] This large-scale analysis was used

 to determine the levels of variety (number of topics discussed) and balance (share of each topic

 within the corpus of articles) of the news agenda on the French web.

General overview of findings

Our corpus of tweets is balanced between those that contain a link, revealing a true intention to

 share/disseminate information, and those that do not, which are simply comments and

 conversations (see Figure 1). Nevertheless, it is important to stress that a few of the accounts are

 actually bots that produce a large amount of link-containing messages comparable to spam.

 Consequently, it can be assumed that with ‘real’ users there is a slight predominance of tweets

 without links, even though this distribution is subject to important variations depending on the

 topics covered. Compared to a recent finding, based on a one-day exploration of a random

 sample of Twitter[38] where only 11.7% of tweets were found to contain links, this is still a high

 proportion.

Timescale and themes

In terms of productivity, we observed that the use of the service is more intense on weekdays and

 that it decreases on weekends. Another interesting phenomenon is the lower productivity mid-

week, notably on Wednesdays, which could be explained by France’s work and academic

 patterns.[39] It is thus possible to infer that Twitter has become an integral part of the daily lives

 of the users in our sample.
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Fig. 1: Overview of the DMI-TCAT interface for the observation period (15 February

 – 15 April 2011).

Finally, it is to be noted that the week of 14 March, which was part of the sample period for the

 analysis of web articles (7-17 March 2011), is the one in which the most tweets were produced.

 This is undoubtedly linked to the coverage of the tsunami in Japan, which drew considerable

 user attention to news websites, as shown in Figure 2.[40] When the two curves are

 superimposed (Figures 1 and 2) we notice that the day we collected the most tweets over the two-

month period (15 March 2011) also ranked third as the day with the highest traffic for the sample

 of websites measured by AT Internet for that same period. Therefore, it is possible to conclude,

 as others before us have,[41] that there is a strong correlation between the intensity of the media

 agenda and the productivity of Twitter users.

Fig. 2: Traffic for a sample of 12 news websites (source: AT Internet).

The news also manifests itself in the ranking of the most frequently used hashtags,[42] which are

 shown here as a list (Table 1) and a network graph (Figure 3). Over a third of the tweets collected

 (37.7%) contained a hashtag. Overall, our corpus of tweets totaled 207,059 unique hashtags.

 Although hashtags can hardly be interpreted as direct identifiers of subjects and themes, such a

 large number points to a high diversity as far as message production is concerned.

Table 1: Most frequently used hashtags during the observation period (15

http://www.necsus-ejms.org/beheer/wp-content/uploads/figure1-copy_opt.jpg
http://www.necsus-ejms.org/beheer/wp-content/uploads/figure2-copy_opt.jpg
http://www.necsus-ejms.org/beheer/wp-content/uploads/table1_opt.jpg
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 February – 15 April 2011).

The most frequently used hashtag, ‘ff’ (for ‘Follow Friday’), refers to the current Twitter practice

 of users recommending accounts to follow every Friday. Meanwhile, the other hashtags atop the

 list concern events surrounding the Arab Spring, the tsunami in Japan, and the French cantonal

 elections. Furthermore, in the case of international events, English hashtags are used more often,

 even by French-speaking users. Globally, our sample shows evidence of deep integration of

 Twitter usage in everyday life patterns, especially during work time, and a strong correlation of

 tweet production to variations of the media agenda.

Fig. 3: Co-occurrence relationship chart of the 144 hashtags used over 2,000 times.

 The size of a term shows the frequency of the hashtag. A line between two hashtags

 means that they have been used at least 30 times together in a single tweet

 (visualisation tool: Gephi).

Characteristics of user accounts

A first look at the distribution of user activity within our sample reveals overall data that allows

 us to establish an order of magnitude. As is often observed on SNS, most statistics from our

 sample feature distributions that follow a power law: a small number of individuals are

 responsible for the production of a large percentage of the content (50 user accounts produced

 10% of all tweets, and the top 20% produced 80.2%) or have drawn the attention of a large

 percentage of individuals (50 user accounts are mentioned in 6% of all tweets; cf. Table 2).

Table 2: Quantitative indicators taken from the sample of user accounts

 and corpus of tweets.

A certain number of user accounts dominated our sample, either in terms of activity or

 popularity. Beyond such a ‘star system’ logic, there is still room for other user accounts to receive

 some attention. For instance, Table 2 shows that the five users who are the most mentioned or

 retweeted represent only 1.5% of all references (which still amounts to nearly 60,000 references

 over a two-month period), leaving room for less influential users to find themselves at the heart

 of a debate or discussion on a news topic. However, beyond the top 20% user mentions fall off

http://www.necsus-ejms.org/beheer/wp-content/uploads/figure3_opt.jpg
http://www.necsus-ejms.org/beheer/wp-content/uploads/table2_opt.jpg
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 quickly. Comparatively, the URLs identified in the corpus of tweets which are of particular

 interest to this study when they point to news websites seem to represent a much more

 concentrated situation: the five most frequently shared domain names in the tweets total 10% of

 all the shared URLs (cf. Table 2).

The social dynamics behind these distributions are structured around direct links via mentions

 (@user, thus including retweets). This trend is very strong in our corpus, with 57.7% of the

 tweets referring to at least one user. At a primary level, we noticed a large diversity of exchanges,

 with each user referring to an average of 84.4 different individuals in two months. However, this

 figure dwindles when we consider repeated interactions: 34.5 accounts are mentioned on average

 at least twice, 10 at least five times, and only 4.4 ten times or more. Brief interactions are

 extremely common, while stable relationships remain scarce.

The variable geometry of these communication matches on Twitter is assuredly more complex

 than the quantitative indicators reveal. We thus propose to consider two additional analysis axes

 that will illustrate possible orientations for differentiating users in the absence (due to uneven

 distributions) of ‘typical’ representative units for the whole of the population.

Fig. 4: Scatter plot of the sample based on the number of followers (x) and friends

 (y). Each point represents an account (visualisation tool: Mondrian).

Figure 4 shows three interesting elements. The least-squares trendline indicates that our sample

 captured an ‘elite’, meaning that our users have considerably more followers than they have

 friends. Also, we can observe the effect of one of the platform’s limitations: Twitter makes it

 technically impossible to follow more than 2,000 accounts unless a user has at least the same

 number of followers. Finally, two lines stand out on the graph that may establish a broad

 classification for this elite. The first follows the x axis and aggregates ‘star’ accounts (several

 followers, few friends) that operate mainly in broadcast mode. The second, at a 45° angle,

 includes mostly professional users who have built their reputations through an intense Twitter

 regimen of following, mentioning, tweeting, retweeting, replying, sharing, recommending, and

 bantering.

Fig. 5: Scatter plot of the number of URLs referenced (x) and the URL-spread

 indicator (y). Each point represents an account (visualisation tool: Mondrian).

Figure 5 was built from the URLs appearing in the tweets and uses a derived URL-spread

 indicator calculated by dividing the number of unique domain names referenced by a user by the

 number of URLs referenced. An account that only referenced a few domain names receives a low

 value, whereas a more varied practice in terms of link sharing is rated closer to 1. Two factors

 stand out here. First, we can see that the majority of accounts adhere to a link-sharing policy that

http://www.necsus-ejms.org/beheer/wp-content/uploads/figure4-copy_opt.jpg
http://www.necsus-ejms.org/beheer/wp-content/uploads/figure5-copy_opt.jpg
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 favors diversity by citing several sources. At the same time, 13.65% of accounts are below the 0.1

 value, which indicates a referencing practice that focuses on a single domain name. This group of

 accounts includes essentially commercial players or organisational affiliates – journalists’

 personal accounts that reference only their own media, for instance. The URL-spread indicator is

 an excellent means to detect these accounts and allows us to differentiate the various players,

 who may have very different communication goals.

Our findings show that, globally, while phenomena of concentration and Pareto-like patterns

 characterise the distribution of indicators such as the number of mentions, retweets, or

 followers, the diversity of exchanges and encounters that take place within the platform is still

 remarkably high. This is also true when it comes to content sharing. The desire of many users to

 vary information sources that they share with others seems to have a stronger impact on the

 overall production of tweets – at least in our sample – than promotional strategies of

 organisations and individuals. Domain names constitute an interesting resource for

 interpretation, and we therefore propose to analyse them more thoroughly.

Most referenced domain names on Twitter

Any platform that imposes such a strong constraint – a tweet cannot exceed 140 characters –

 operates for the most part through interactions with other services and content available on the

 web. The act of referencing URLs is therefore a recurrent practice, and it could be argued that

 referenced content is an integral part of the message itself – at least from the standpoint of the

 sender.

Domain-name analysis

When it comes to examining the pluralism of the information received, an analysis by domain

 name is quite revealing. A general overview – scrubbed of three spam accounts – of the most

 tweeted domain names is therefore instructive:

Table 3: The 12 most referenced domain names in the tweets (15 February

 – 15 April 2011).

At least two aspects of this table must be highlighted. The overwhelming presence of commercial

 services dedicated to sharing content generated by amateurs and others (with YouTube at the

 head of the pack) shows a preponderance towards multi-platform usage practices on the part of

 Internet users. Depending on subjects and common interests, users draw their own

 informational paths within the ecosystem created by these major platforms, and it would be

 extremely hard for researchers to follow these paths by digital means. What hides behind a link

 to YouTube? A video recorded by a demonstrator with a cell phone? A video from a TV network?

 A semi-professional commentator looking to become the site’s next big star? Also, we notice the

 presence of three traditional media websites, print media in particular (Lemonde.fr, Lefigaro.fr,

 Leparisien.fr). This stresses the mediaphilic nature of our sample, also the rather successful

 transfer of popularity by some newspapers to the digital era. The print media still seem to

 constitute references of choice when it comes to the news, including on Twitter.

Such a strong relationship between Twitter usage and access to news becomes all the more

 perceptible when we look further into this classification. There are 31 news websites among the

 50 most frequently mentioned domain names in the tweets during the 11-day period covered by

 the IPRI analysis.[43]
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Table 4: Top 20 news websites based on Twitter referencing, web

 audience, and article production, as of March 2011 (sources:

 Médiamétrie, Tweetism, IPRI).

Among the media mentioned on Twitter, Le Monde clearly pulls ahead, followed by Le Figaro

 and Le Parisien, which corresponds roughly to the sites’ importance in terms of audience.

 Indeed, Le Figaro and Le Monde rank first in the panel of Médiamétrie, and Le Parisien takes

 fifth place for March 2011. In all, 10 of the 20 most mentioned sources on Twitter are part of the

 20 most visited news websites. We can see a cyclical pattern here as Twitter users cite popular

 sources, thereby enhancing the sources’ popularity.

The same similarity exists (although to a lesser extent) in terms of a news website’s productivity,

 which is evaluated according to the number of articles published on its main RSS feed. Therefore,

 Le Figaro, Le Nouvel Observateur, Libération, 20 Minutes, and Le Post engage in extensive

 content-dissemination strategies that result in dense traffic and high reference rates on Twitter.

 However, productivity does not guarantee a high level of referencing in the Twittersphere.

 Finally, what differentiates news dissemination on Twitter as measured in terms of the global

 audience of information sites is the presence of technology and foreign-news websites atop the

 list, most likely due to the events that occurred in Japan during the observation period.

The importance of technology sites as well as foreign sites is also noticeable when we look at the

 most frequently referenced URLs – no longer domain names – in our 7-17 March 2011 sample

 (the period chosen for the IPRI analysis). Indeed, among the five most frequently mentioned

 content items, we found pictures from Japan published by three foreign websites – ABC (314

 tweets), Boston.com (274 tweets), and The New York Times (200 tweets) – along with two

 articles from the Owni.fr website: one on job creation in the Internet field (272 tweets), and one

 other on the relationship between French nuclear reactor builder Areva and the Fukushima

 incident (223 tweets). In fact, the URLs that were referenced over 100 times were either from

 foreign sources, journalistic pure players, or the Le Monde website.

The URLs analysis in our sample confirms that Twitter is closely articulated with other user-

generated content platforms and online media. When it comes to content sharing the traditional

 media hierarchy is somewhat maintained, with national dailies dominating the top of the list

 beside YouTube and Facebook. Nevertheless, international sources, independent pure players,

 and technology websites are also overexposed in our sample. The news hierarchy we found

 confirms these characteristics.

The hierarchy of news on Twitter
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Within the framework of the IPRI project, the level of pluralism of online information was first

 evaluated based on the news topics covered and the volume of news articles that each topic

 generated. The news articles, each corresponding to a single URL, were therefore categorised on

 the basis of the topic they covered. In order to compare the various news topics appearing on

 Twitter we tracked all the links published by the sample of news websites (38,286 URLs[44]) in

 the tweets posted by our users. This method was difficult to apply given the various changes

 URLs undergo when they are shared; however, we put together a series of compensation

 measures so as to give sufficient validity to our results.[45] We thus found that 15,750 URLs

 (41% in total) had been referenced in our sample of tweets at least once, and 9,185 (24%) at least

 twice. Given that a number of media systematically tweet all of their articles, we feel that the

 second figure is more representative.

Thanks to IPRI’s classification of the articles – and therefore that of the URLs – we were able to

 create a hierarchy of news topics on Twitter. When comparing the news topics that dominated

 the web’s media agenda in France from 7-17 March 2011 to the most referenced subjects on

 Twitter, a strong similarity can easily be observed. The rankings of the first 10 news topics

 covered by general and political information websites, as with the Twitter references, showed the

 omnipresence of major international events, particularly those in Japan and Libya, as well as

 French political news, such as the former President Jacques Chirac’s trial and the poll that

 showed far-right candidate Marine Le Pen ahead in the first round of the presidential elections.

 The only significant difference was the overexposure on Twitter of news related to technology

 (computer hacking in the French Ministry of Economy) and celebrity gossip (the separation

 between a former football star and a top model).

Table 5: Top 10 topics covered by news websites and Twitter, 7-17 March

 2011.

However, the comparison becomes all the more interesting if we reverse the perspective and

 examine topics that were the most overexposed on Twitter in relation to the number of articles

 published by news websites. To do so, we calculated a simple ratio by dividing the number of

 tweets pointing to web articles on specific news topics by the total number of articles. The

 updated ranking obtained from this ratio unveiled a sort of long-tail effect: isolated articles

 dealing with subjects that were rarely covered, if at all, by news websites but which were popular

 with Twitter users. Overall, topics atop the ranking dealt with Internet issues, but they often had

 a political component in that the subjects addressed were related to censorship, freedom of

 speech, or the protection of personal information.

The most striking example of this trend is the shutdown of the French version of website

 ReadWriteWeb, which specialises in technology and web news. Although this was only

 mentioned in three articles from the IPRI sample of news websites, it was tweeted 444 times by

 our users. In fact, the ReadWriteWeb announcement had the strongest impact in the French

 Twittersphere (793 tweets in total, according to Topsy.com). Far from being a mere piece of

 information, Fabrice Epelboin’s article is a criticism of the American head office’s censorship of

 its French subsidiary, which it had deemed to be too partisan. As such, this issue is rather

 representative of the topics that ignite passion in the French Twittersphere.
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Table 6: Top ten of overexposed news on Twitter, 7-17 March 2011.

Along the same lines, we find the interview with the founder of online forum 4chan regarding

 anonymity on the web and Facebook’s attempt to censor a Chinese activist. Furthermore, SNS

 are at the heart of several stories that were extremely popular on Twitter, although they were

 mostly overlooked by news websites. If we consider the other topics related to Internet issues,

 this amounts to over half of the leading stories on Twitter.

However, this preference for news topics on technology in general and the Internet in particular

 cohabitates on Twitter with a keen interest in politics, specifically through its more controversial

 aspects. This can be seen in the success of the story revealing that French oil giant Total does not

 pay any taxes in France. This single, exclusive article published by Marianne magazine was not

 picked up by any other news websites from the IPRI sample – neither on 16 March, the day it

 was published, nor on 17 March. Nevertheless, this article was recommended 117 times among

 our sample of users (202 times in total, according to Topsy). Another theme that clearly stands

 out in this ranking and that goes in a similar direction is the criticism coming from the French

 right wing and extreme right wing. This trend seems to indicate that the French Twittersphere

 leans distinctly toward the left of the political spectrum – at least based on the results generated

 from our sample.

Conclusions

Through these various analytical approaches, applied to a specific yet significantly large sample, a

 more nuanced picture emerges of the complex social infomediation that takes place within

 Twitter. Our study confirms the results of other research on Twitter usage, like deep integration

 in everyday life, especially during work time, and concentration patterns in the distribution of

 attention and activity. We also found that content-sharing practices on Twitter tend to privilege

 mainstream media, particularly national dailies and user-generated platforms. The issues in

 discussion are also dominated by those present in the agenda of mainstream media.

 Nevertheless, at the same time, the diversity of exchanges and encounters that take place within

 the platform remains remarkably high. The spectrum of information and discussions available

 on Twitter through sharing is also extremely large. Promotional strategies do not seem to surpass

 individual desire to share and comment on interesting information. Indeed, through our study,

 Twitter emerges as both an information network and a public sphere.

The convergences and divergences that we observed between the most frequently covered topics

 by French news websites – measured by the IPRI project’s quantitative component – and those

 that were more present in our Twitter sample lead us to believe that information-sharing

 practices support the dominating media agenda while also running counter to it at times.

 Generally, it is possible to conclude that a significant percentage of Twitter users have found a

 way to push political stories that have been overlooked or even ignored by the mainstream media

 to the forefront. This in turn increases their level of exposure as well as the diversity of the

 information found on the platform, and it ignites numerous debates about overlooked political

 issues.

In complementary research work based on the same data,[46] rather than serving exclusively as a

 dissemination tool, Twitter appears as a place where ‘mass hermeneutics’, as described by
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 Lovink,[47] materialises – that is to say, it acts as a device that collects interpretations and

 comments formulated about an issue (which could be as much a feature article on a political

 issue as a satirical video uploaded to YouTube). This mass hermeneutics can be linked to the

 concept of ambient journalism put forth by Hermida,[48] but it emphasises distributed sense-

making over ‘mere’ dissemination.

As a result, although Twitter is often described as a chaotic and fragmented platform, we were

 able to observe convergence trends among a large number of more or less organised users who

 contribute to the popularity of certain stories and messages. Despite Twitter’s variable

 communicational geometry, it still allows for specific zones, or rather feeds, which are

 characterised by profound insight and long-standing activism, to develop in parallel with this

 logic of concentration. These are genuine alternative views of the news and current political

 issues, as opposed to those expressed in the mainstream media and by traditional power

 structures. It is just a question of knowing where to find them.
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